
 
 

The Crucible & The Scarlet Letter 
Project Agenda 

 
Target Audience: Grades 912 
 
Description:  Prior to the videoconference connection, two English classes 
read The Crucible by Arthur Miller and The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel 
Hawthorne. Students will prepare for a discussion on how each selection 
reflects the culture of the Puritans. Character analysis (traits & motives), 
symbolism and author's purpose will also be a focal point of the conversation.  
 
Materials: Student copies of The Crucible and The Scarlet Letter, sticky notes 
(optional); visuals for class introduction (see Step 7 in Preconference 
activities). 
 
Pre-Conference Activity (roughly 3 weeks before videoconference): 
 

1. Read. Students read The Crucible and The Scarlet Letter. It might be a good 
idea to provide sticky notes for students to use to annotate the text as they read. 

 
2. Review characteristics of the Socratic Seminar. For help, see Socratic 

Seminar: The Power of Questions (PowerPoint) 
http://hhh.k12.ny.us/uploaded/PDFs/DI_Pdfs/Day_1/hertberg.pdf  

 
3. Brainstorm questions. Teacher and students should brainstorm as many open-

ended questions as possible, aiming for questions that will generate exploration, 
rather than fast answers.  Suggestion: First and last questions of the 
videoconference should consider how the text relates to the students’ lives. 

 
4. Debate or Discussion? Since videoconferencing is most successful when 

students are invested in it, they should vote on whether the videoconference 
event will be a debate or a discussion. First, brainstorm the different 
characteristics of a debate (i.e., persuasion, rebuttals, clearly established sides) 
and discussion (i.e., inquiry, responses generated from others’ thoughts, a 
collaboration) with students. Then, ask class which they would prefer to engage 
in. A vote should be taken among both classes to determine format. 

 
5. Discuss teacher-partner roles with students. Students should lead the 

discussion, but teachers should facilitate. Teacher facilitation is always valuable 
when pursuing a meaningful discussion in a limited amount of time. For example, 
teacher-partners may wish to offer procedural reminders, such as “Maybe this is 
a good time to turn our attention back the text?”  “Do we feel ready to explore a 
different aspect of the text?”  

 

http://hhh.k12.ny.us/uploaded/PDFs/DI_Pdfs/Day_1/hertberg.pdf


6. Review videoconference etiquette. Go over basics of videoconference 
interaction (i.e., speaking loud and clear; speaking one at a time; positive 
feedback for classmates and distant speakers) with students. Teacher-partners 
should determine the event format (i.e., Will the different classes take turns 
posing a question? How much time will students have to respond?) 

 
7. Prepare an Introduction.** Students should create a 2-minute presentation that 

introduces the distant class to their class, school and community. This 
presentation should include visuals (ie, a map of New York State, school and 
community photos) and information that will create a quick “snapshot” of the 
class.   

 

**Need help?  Contact Susan Neale at sneale@mail.nasboces.org for how-to’s on 
sharing 2- and 3-D materials. Digital materials may be shared either by sending the 
content over your VC unit or by using a computer with a preset set on the computer 
screen. Non-digital materials (2- or 3-D materials) can be shared by positioning the 
materials under a document camera or placing the material (2-D picture/photo only) 
on an easel and setting a zoomed-in preset. 

 

Videoconference Activity (30-35 minutes):

• 5 min - introduce yourselves (2-mins. per class) 
o See Step 7 in Pre-Conference Activities for description of what this 

should entail. 

• 20 min – 25 min – Engage in debate/discussion (as framed out by teacher-
partners and students) using prepared questions. 

• 5-10 min – Wrap Up  
o This might include a Q&A opportunity, allowing distant classes to ask 

each other follow-up questions related to the literature or more general 
topics.   

 

Post-Videoconference Assessment:

mailto:sneale@mail.nasboces.org


• Reflective discussion. Teachers might ask students to reflect on how well the 
debate/discussion worked. What was the overall impact of doing the project with 
a distant class as opposed to only with their own classmates?  

 
Or… 
 

• Reflective writing activity. Teachers might ask students to describe their 
participation in the videoconference and set goals for their involvement in future 
videoconferences.  

 

Curriculum Connections: 
 
Common Core Standards Reading, Speaking & Listening 
 
Reading:  

• Support or challenge assertions about the text by citing evidence in the text 
explicitly and accurately. 

• Analyze the traits, motivations, and thoughts of individuals in fiction and 
nonfiction based on how they are described, what they say and do, and how they 
interact. 

• Analyze how two or more texts with different styles, points of view, or arguments 
address similar topics or themes. 

 
Speaking & Listening: 

• Present information, findings, and supporting evidence clearly and concisely. 
• Listen to complex information, and discern the main ideas, the significant details, 

and the relationships among them. 
• Ask relevant questions to clarify points and challenge ideas. 
• Respond constructively to advance a discussion and build on the input of others. 

  

 


